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### Title:
**Pascua vs. People of the Philippines: A Case on Plea Bargaining and Probation Eligibility
Under RA 9165**

### Facts:
Bert  Pascua y Valdez was charged with two separate violations of  the Comprehensive
Dangerous Drugs Act of 2002 (Republic Act No. 9165) involving the sale and possession of
methamphetamine  hydrochloride  or  shabu.  Initially  pleading  “not  guilty,”  Pascua  later
moved to enter a plea bargain, offering a guilty plea to the lesser charge of violating Section
12 of RA 9165 for both cases. The Regional Trial Court (RTC) of Balanga City, Bataan
permitted the plea bargain but declared Pascua ineligible for probation for one of the cases
(Criminal Case No. 18805).

Pascua’s motion for reconsideration on his ineligibility for probation was denied by the RTC.
In response, Pascua escalated the matter to the Court of Appeals (CA), arguing that A.M.
No. 18-03-16-SC did not preclude eligibility for probation under his circumstances. The CA
upheld the RTC’s decision, leading Pascua to file a petition with the Philippine Supreme
Court.

### Issues:
The central issue was whether the RTC committed grave abuse of discretion by declaring
Pascua ineligible for probation after his guilty plea to a lesser offense under Section 12,
Article II of RA 9165.

### Court’s Decision:
The Philippine Supreme Court partly granted Pascua’s petition, indicating the CA’s error in
affirming the RTC’s decision on probation ineligibility. The Supreme Court clarified that
probation eligibility should be determined by the offense for which the accused is ultimately
found guilty, not the original charges. Since Pascua pleaded guilty to a lesser offense that
falls outside the ambit of the “no probation rule” under Section 24, Article II of RA 9165, he
should be permitted to at least apply for probation. The Court emphasized, however, that
whether probation is granted remains at the discretion of the trial court, based on the
Probation Law’s criteria.

### Doctrine:
This case reinforces that in the Philippine judicial system, the eligibility for probation is
determined based on the offense for which the accused is ultimately convicted, following a
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plea bargain. Notably, it delineated that individuals convicted of a lesser offense through
plea bargaining under RA 9165 than originally charged may still be eligible to apply for
probation, contrary to a strict interpretation of exclusion under Section 24 of the same Act.

### Class Notes:
– **Plea Bargaining in Drug Cases**: Allows the accused to plead guilty to a lesser offense
than originally charged under certain conditions.
– **Probation Eligibility**: Determined by the offense for which the accused is ultimately
convicted; not automatically precluded by initial charges under RA 9165 if the plea bargain
leads to a conviction for a lesser offense.
– **RA 9165 – Comprehensive Dangerous Drugs Act of  2002**:  Section 12 pertains to
possession of paraphernalia for dangerous drugs, distinct from the “no probation” rule
applied to offenses under Section 5 related to drug trafficking.
– **A.M. No. 18-03-16-SC**: Guideline allowing plea bargaining in drug cases, optimizing
judicial processes.

### Historical Background:
This case provides insight into the evolving judicial approach to plea bargaining in drug-
related cases within the Philippines, adapting to the realities of case volume and substance
involved. It underscores the judiciary’s balancing act between upholding the law’s strictures
and acknowledging the practicalities of judicial economy and reformation opportunities for
the accused.


